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COMMENTS ON TAO CHU'S TWO BOOKS

[Following is a translation of an article by Yao Wen-yuan

in the Chinese -language periodical , Hung-ch'i (Red Flag ) ,

Peking , No 14 , 17 Sep 67 , pp 7-17 . ]

Like a succession of gales , the great proletarian cultural revo-

lution is shaking the whole of China and indeed the whole world .

It is a

The situation is excellent . After a year of stirring battles ,

the great proletarian cultural revolution which started with mass criti-

cism and repudiation in the field of culture is now triumphantly entering

the phase of a mass movement of criticism and repudiation of the handful

of top Party persons in authority taking the capitalist road .
This

campaign of mass criticism is of great political significance .

deep-going development of the proletarian revolutionaries ' struggle to

seize power , an important step in the elimination of revisionist poison ,

an ideological motive force mobilizing the masses in their tens of

millions for active struggle , criticism and transformation , a mammoth

mass struggle for the thorough application of Chairman Mao's proletarian

revolutionary line in the fields of politics , economy, culture and

military affairs .

The two books before us , Ideals , Integrity and Spiritual Life

(Ideals for short ) published in 1962 by the China Youth Publishing House ,

and Thinking , Feeling and Literary Talent (Thinking for short ) published

in 1964 by the Kwangtung People's Publishing House, are both excellent

negative study material for the mass criticism campaign . They are sister

books of the sinister work " on self-cultivation" and vividly portray the

reactionary and ugly soul of Tao Chu the revisionist .

Prior to the Eleventh Plenary Session of the Eighth Central Com-

mittee of the Chinese Communist Party, Tao Chu was a faithful executant

of the bourgeois reactionary line represented by China's Khrushchev .

After that session , when the reactionary features of the two top persons

in authority taking the capitalist road were exposed before the whole

Party, he became the chief person representing and continuing to carry
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out the bourgeois reactionary line . In league with such henchmen as

Wang Jen-chung , the counter-revolutionary revisionist , he continued to

frantically oppose and distort the proletarian revolutionary line

represented by Chairman Mao and to oppose and boycott the great thought

of Mao Tse-tung , recruited deserters and turncoats , colluded with Party

persons in authority taking the capitalist road and everywhere issued

instructions to suppress the revolutionary masses and support and shield

counter-revolutionary revisionists and ghosts and monsters vainly trying

by base tricks to blanket or annul the criticism and repudiation of the

top capitalist roaders in the Party at the Eleventh Plenary Session of

the Eighth Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party .

--

--
addlepates

invariably end up quickly

A virtual man-eater!

Woe to anyone who

In the forward march of history, all who over-estimate the

strength of reaction and under-estimate that of the people

dressed up as heroes and resisting progress

as contemptible clowns . At a 10,000-strong rally on July 30, 1966 , this

man who styled himself " a proletarian revolutionary in the main" waved

his fist and haughtily shouted: "You can have me overthrown , too , if

you don't believe me . " How arrogant he was then!

He was trying to intimidate the masses , implying :

dares oppose a "veteran revolutionary" like me ; I am a hero and will

never never fall . But the logic of history is such that anyone who

comes out in opposition to Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line ,

the great proletarian cultural revolution and the revolutionary masses

inevitably falls . The more rounded out a reactionary's performance , the

heavier his fall . In retrospect , it is clear that the ludicrous per-

formance he put on, glorifying himself and intimidating the people , was

just another silly layer of grease paint on this double-dealer's face .

"I have always been a revolutionary. " Well , let's use these two

books as our chief material and see whom this eternally revolutionary

person " always " followed , what kind of " revolution" he was engaged in ,

what " ideals " he really cherished , what " integrity" he advocated , what

class " thinking and feeling" he publicized and what "spiritual life "

he led .

Bourgeois Counter-Revolutionary " Ideals"

Which " side" does Tao Chu belong to? What " ideals , " the ideals

of which side , does he advocate in his books? It will be enough to refer

to the evidence he himself has provided .

In August 1955 , when the socialist transformation of agriculture

and handicraft industries began surging ahead and the proletariat and the

bourgeoisie were locked in a life-and-death struggle , Tao Chu stepped

forward histrionically: "All of us belong to the same side , the side

of the Chinese people . With the exception of the counter-revolutionaries ,

all should sincerely unite . " This " all of us with the exception of

the counter-revolutionaries " is subject to the rule of one dividing into

* See page 22 for Notes .

...
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33two the proletariat on the one side and the bourgeoisie on the other.

Tao Chu viciously slandered the ideological remoulding of intellectuals

as " an insult to one's personality. " He asserted that Hu Shih's reac- |

tionary ideas were simply " a question of method of thinking" which " can

only be judged clearly ... after 30 or 40 years .' It is obvious that

his " all of us" actually referred to the bourgeoisie and its agents such

as Hu Shih . His boastful remark about "the side of the Chinese people"

who should " sincerely" embrace each other in reality referred to the

bourgeois reactionaries opposed to the people .

In the same report , Tao Chu also used extremely sympathetic

language to describe "the counter-revolutionaries now lying low on the

mainland" as being "in a miserable plight and a painful frame of mind . "

Words reflect one's thinking . With the words " miserable" and " painful , "

Tao Chu at one stroke wrote off the hatefulness and brutality of the

counter-revolutionaries and vividly portrayed a " spiritual life " in

which he was in perfect harmony with them. When excerpts from this

report were included in his book , these colorful and sympathetic ex-

pressions were deleted .

Two years later , in May 1957 , when the Rightists were launching

wild attacks , Tao Chu promptly wrote articles for the press , declaring

that "by and large classes have now disappeared , " "the contradictions

within the country between the enemy and ourselves have been resolved , "

and "the function of dictatorship should be weakened" in the dictatorship

of the proletariat which should be " geared ... to guiding production

and to organizing the people's economic life ." 3 The landlords , rich

peasants and bourgeoisie all became members of one "big family, " the

dictatorship of the proletariat could be abolished and " a state of the

whole people" with the sole task of " guiding production" could soon come

into being . The out-and-out revisionist note he struck , which was

directed at overthrowing the dictatorship of the proletariat , conclusively

shows him up as a ringleader of the bourgeois Rightists .

Two years later , in the first half of 1959 , when the socialist

revolution was developing in greater depth , Tao Chu wrote his article ,

"The Character of the Pine , " in which he advised " never yielding to

adverse circumstances , " and another article , " Revolutionary Firmness , "

in which he talked of " facing the raging sea" and the ability to withstand

the " onsalughts of storms and hurricanes . " 5 Under his pen , the stirring

great leap forward , the heroic aspiration of the revolutionary people to

transform the world , became " adverse circumstances . " As the tempest

of socialist revolution struck at the bourgeoisie , landlords , rich

peasants , counter-revolutionaries , bad elements and Rightists , and at

their agents the Peng Teh-huai anti -Party clique , Tao Chu hysterically

called for the ability "to withstand the onslaughts of storms and

hurricanes . " There is no need to add a single word ; his counter-

revolutionary stand is crystal clear.
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Six years went by. It was 1965. On many occasions following

In

the glorious Tenth Plenary Session of the Eighth Central Committee of

the Chinese Communist Party , Chairman Mao pointed out that the principal

contradiction within China was the struggle between the proletariat and

the bourgeoisie and between the socialist and the capitalist roads .

the document concerning the socialist education movement , known as "the

23 points , " he stated that "the main target of the present movement is

those within the Party who are in authority and are taking the capitalist

road . " These important instructions of Chairman Mao's were fiercely

opposed and resisted by China's Khrushchev and by Tao Chu and company.

Tao Chu showed himself up once again in November 1965 , when the criticism

and repudiation of the drama Hai Jui Dismissed From Office was just

beginning and the life-and-death struggle against the counter-revolution-

ary revisionist , China's Khrushchev , was imminent . Writing in Wenyi Bao

(Literary and Art Gazette) , the mouthpiece of the counter-revolutionary

black line in literature and art , he said: "I think that at the present

stage the task of reflecting the contradictions among the people should

be put in the most important position . "6 To argue that " contradictions

among the people " formed the principal contradiction " at the present

stage" was a flagrant denial of the fact that the principal contradic-

tion within the country was the struggle between the two classes and

between the two roads . It meant that he regarded the questions con-

cerning the handful of counter-revolutionaries, renegades , Rightists

and those in authority taking the capitalist road as contradictions

"among the people , " and thus covered up their crimes in trying to usurp

the leadership in the Party, government and army, his purpose being to

shield all the fiendish bourgeois counter-revolutionaries who had sneaked

into the Party .

Has Tao Chu " always been a revolutionary? " No , he has always

been a counter-revolutionary! It can be said that at every turning

point in history , he invariably and openly took the bourgeois stand and

opposed Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line and socialism .

His much vaunted " ideals" are bourgeois counter-revolutionary ideals ,

the reactionary ideals of protecting and developing capitalism , the idle

dream of overthrowing the dictatorship of the proletariat and restoring

capitalism in China .

For example :

"17

(1) Tao Chu says : "The idea of socialism is to use every means

to ensure rapid national industrialization . " If this out-and-out reac-

tionary theory of " socialism" were valid , wouldn't it follow that the

industrialized United States attained " socialism" long ago? For the

achievement of industrialization , there are two roads , two lines and two

kinds of means -- the socialist and the capitalist . To take the social-

ist road , it is essential to rely on the working class and the revolution-

ary masses , on the keeping of politics in the fore and on the revolutionary
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consciousness and initiative of the hundreds of millions of people

awakened by Mao Tse-tung's thought , and to place the leadership of

enterprises really in the hands of proletarian revolutionaries . On the

other hand, taking the capitalist road means reliance on a few bourgeois

" experts , " on material incentives and on the conservatives , as is repeat-

edly advocated in Tao Chu's book , it means the usurpation of the leader-

ship of the enterprises by a privileged stratum representing the interests

of the bourgeoisie . What Tao Chu calls " every means " is reliance on the

bourgeoisie in order to develop the capitalist system of exploitation

and oppose the socialist transformation of capitalist industry and com-

merce .

"The history of China in the last century or so is a history of

receiving blows , and the reason is that it had no industry. " 8 Here Tao

Chu talks like a bungling teacher of history giving us a lecture on the

modern history of China , a lecture which is indeed a reversal of history.

The principal explanation of why the Chinese received blows in the 109

years from 1840 to 1949 is not that they had no industry, but that

political power was in the hands of the lackeys of imperialism, in the

hands of traitors , from the Ching government through the Northern war-

lords down to Chiang Kai -shek . Ever since the seizure of power throughout

China by the proletariat and the working people under the leadership of

their great leader Comrade Mao Tse -tung , the imperialists have had to

stop and think how strong their snouts are before they try to attack us .

The more thoroughgoing the great cultural revolution , the deeper the

thought of Mao Tse -tung penetrates the consciousness of the people and

the stronger the dictatorship of the proletariat , the more certain it

is that no one will be able to match us in a war . This is the proletarian

revolutionary ideal . To attribute the receiving of blows in the past

entirely to the lack of industry is to cover up all the heinous crimes

of the vicious traitors and to prettify the Chinese lackeys of the inter-

national bourgeoisie who have tried to restore capitalism in the name

of " developing industry . " This chimes perfectly with the theory of

national betrayal of China's Khrushchev !

In

(2 ) Tao Chu says that " the ideal of communism" means " comfortable

houses . " It is to " provide every room with electricity at night and

enable everybody to dress sprucely and ride in motor-cars .

short , it means " good food , good clothing and good housing . " It means

pleasure-seeking . He is ready to sell his very soul , with a cheap

"communist" label thrown in , to whoever gives him " good food and good

housing . " This is indeed the philosophy of the lowest traitors ! Com-

minism in appearance but ultra-individualism or capitalism in essence

that is the definition of Tao Chu's " ideal of communism . " Wouldn't it

follow from this definition that the life of the U.S. bourgeoisie perfectly

fits the "ideal of communism? "

--
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(3 ) Tao Chu says that it is a " lofty ideal" always to keep in

mind that " one will become a navigator , aviator , scientist , writer ,

engineer , teacher He lists one expert profession after another ,

but makes no mention at all of any worker , peasant or soldier . In the

eyes of this renegade from the proletariat , the revolutionary workers ,

peasants and soldiers should rank very low. More than that , they should

simply be condemned to bottomless perdition , without any hope of escape .

At the other extreme is a long string of bourgeois " experts , " who are

assigned a very high , or even the " loftiest " place . " The bourgeoisie

took part in the democratic movement . They have industrial know-how

and are not as corrupt as the landlords . " 11 Yes , here you admit that by

"experts" you refer not to proletarian specialists but to the bourgeoisie

and their representatives in cultural circles . What you call "know-how"

is the capitalists ' knowledge of how to exploit the workers craftily and

ruthlessly , and other similar knowledge . It is Tao Chu's " lofty ideal"

to stage a counter-revolutionary come-back through those representatives

of the bourgeoisie who have climbed very high . Today, a number of very

high bourgeois " authorities" have been pulled down by young revolu-

tionary fighters .

Another of these great ideals is , in Tao Chu's words , " really

enabling everybody to have personal ease of mind . " In 1962 , just at the

time when the bourgeoisie launched wanton attacks on the proletariat and

when evil spirits of all kinds danced in riotous revelry, to give the

bourgeoisie " ease of mind , " Tao Chu in his article "Thoughts on How to

Make Creative Writing Flourish" wrote such nonsense about the bourgeois

intellectuals as "quite a number have become intellectuals of the working

people , " and " it is necessary to bring the enthusiasm of labouring

intellectuals into play. " 12 (Note : In a speech he said : "The over-

whelming majority of the intellectuals have now become intellectuals of

the working people and the label of bourgeois intellectuals should be

removed from them. " ) Fine ! The " three family village" , such people as

Tien Han , Hsia Yen , Wu Han and Chien Po-tsan as well as Hai Jui , Wei

Cheng , Li Hui -niang and the like , have all "become intellectuals of the

working people . " Can't they now prepare public opinion for a capitalist

restoration with still greater vigour , for their label is removed and

they have been provided with a fresh halo? Can't they now work to restore

capitalism in comfort , with everybody happily "in harmony and enjoying

ease of mind" ?

Either the proletariat or the bourgeoisie is bound to lack " ease

of mind" this is the inevitable consequence of class struggle . When

the proletariat has " ease of mind , " the bourgeoisie is bound to be un-

easy . When the bourgeoisie has " ease of mind , " the proletariat is bound

to suffer . Either one or the other . Whoever calls for redressing the

bourgeoisie's grievance that it does not have " ease of mind" only proves

that he himself shares the very feelings of the bourgeoisie .
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Tao Chu says that this " socialist ideal" of his is "beneficial to

everybody , " including the bourgeoisie . Socialism must eradicate the

bourgeoisie through the dictatorship of the proletariat . How can it be

beneficial to the bourgeoisie ? The " socialism" which is " beneficial

to everybody" is phoney socialism , or Khrushchev-type revisionism , the

counter-revolutionary theory of Bukharin that capitalism can " grow" into

socialism . It is the reactionary theory of the " party of the entire

people , " "the state of the whole people" and the " socialism of the whole

people " which abandons class struggle and abolishes the dictatorship of

the proletariat . It is the slogan for restoring capitalism in China

after the triumph of socialism .

Enough ! The material cited is sufficient to let us see this

agent of the bourgeoisie in his true colours . He has obdurately followed

a capitalist road which opposes socialism . What he thinks , praises and

loves is capitalism ; what he fears , curses and hates is socialism . In

a word , the " ideals " in his writings are remoulding the state , society

and the Party in the ugly image of the bourgeoisie .

This person has a " famous saying" : "To establish socialist ideas

or ideals ... it is at least necessary to make socialist ideas cover over

fifty percent of the whole realm of one's ideology . " 13 How is it possible

to measure man's world outlook in percentages? It is utterly ridiculous .

Stripped of its pretenses , it is just a clumsy and colossal swindle . Its

purpose is to tell the bourgeoisie to appear in disguise , to cloak " fifty

percent" of their language with " socialist ideas " and thus try to cover

up their evil capitalist nature . This is the most typical of revision-

ism. Both books were written in this way. The top Party person in

authority taking the capitalist road said in heart-to-heart talks with

the bourgeoisie : So long as the bourgeoisie master Marxist phrases ,

they can " grow happily and peacefully into socialism" and gain both fame

and wealth. This is the best footnote to " over fifty percent " of " social-

ist ideas . " "Ideals ! " "Ideals ! " At the sight of this faithful agent ,

the bourgeoisie are truly moved to tears of gratitude .

The " Spiritual Life " of a Renegade

and Flunkey

Would you like to know what kind of " spiritual life " is extolled

in these two books? No need to read too far , just to get the essence is

enough . It is the reactionary Kuomintang philosophy plus the flunkey's

mentality .

Tao Chu has engraved on his memory and learnt by rote the reac-

tionary and decadent idealism of the Kuomintang and the gangster talk of

hangman Chiang Kai -shek . This counter-revolutionary stuff occupies

pride of place in his " spiritual life . " Only a renegade can spit out

such reactionary rubbish .

- -
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The following is to be found among Chiang Kai -shek's counter-

revolutionary utterances : "As to the meaning of politics , Dr. Sun Yat-

sen has told us clearly: politics is the management of public affairs ...

therefore the meaning of politics is finding the scientific method for

the general mobilization of the whole nation to manage public affairs

in order to seek the greatest welfare for the whole nation and people . "14

Tao Chu rehashes all this with no change . He writes : "First of

all , it is necessary to understand what politics is . Probably you all

know Dr. Sun Yat-sen. He said : ' Politics is the management of public

affairs . ' Our management of public affairs ' has the purpose of making

our country prosperous and strong , making the people happy ... that is ,

working for the people's interests , explaining reasons clearly and making

people understand these reasons so that they join gladly and willingly

in the work of building a socialist society . "

Tao Chu shamelessly proclaims that he was a student of Chiang

Kai-shek . Or , more accurately , a flunkey -- for doesn't he sound like

a flunkey?

Calling politics "the management of public affairs" is the reac-

tionary standpoint of the bourgeois exploiters . There is no such thing

as "the public" in the abstract . In a class society the public is

divided into classes . Nor is there such a thing as " management" in the

abstract . In a class society management is invariably the handling of

relations between classes , a question of which class controls and exer-

cises political power . Chairman Mao penetratingly points out in his

Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art : " Politics , whether

revolutionary or counter-revolutionary, is the struggle of class against

class . 116 Analysed from this standpoint of Chairman Mao's , politics is

the struggle to consolidate or overthrow the political power of this or

that class , the struggle to safeguard or destroy this or that system of

ownership , the struggle to seize or preserve the interests of this or

that class (or group ) . The proletariat can finally emancipate itself

only by emancipating all mankind . Therefore , in its political struggle

to overthrow the oppressive rule of the bourgeoisie and establish and

consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat , the proletariat stands

not only for its own class interests but also for those of the broad

masses of the labouring people . It is in order to cover up the class

content of its political activities and its oppression and exploitation

of the proletariat and the working people that the bourgeoisie describes

its counter-revolutionary politics in such abstract terms as "the manage-

ment of public affairs . " This same old trick has been played throughout ,

starting with the bourgeoisie in the 18th century and coming right down

to the Soviet modern revisionists with their " state of the whole people . "

Chiang Kai -shek's " management of the public" consists of the sanguinary

suppression and slaughter of the toiling masses by the counter-revolu-

tionary state apparatus , while describing the counter-revolutionary rule
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of the landlords and the bourgeoisie as " seeking happiness for the whole

nation and people" and even deceiving them by " general mobilization . "

This is the zenith of shamelessness . By rehashing all this , flunkey

Tao Chu tries to bring about counter-revolutionary capitalist restora-

tion and abolish the dictatorship of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie ,

while describing servile acts in the interests of the bourgeoisie and

all other reactionaries as " working for the interests of the people " ; he

also tries to cheat the people by "explaining the reasons clearly. "

This , too , is the zenith of shamelessness .

In his counter-revolutionary utterances , Chiang Kai -shek was an

advocate of the " spirit of sincere devotion" and lauded "the man with a

foreknowledge and keen perception of things . " Tao Chu dishes all this

up unchanged :

"We do not in toto negate Dr. Sun Yat -sen's expressions ' the man

with a foreknowledge and keen perception of things ' and ' the man with a

backward knowledge and blunt perception of things . " These are to be

found in society : some people make progress faster and some more

slowly . If only a man has the desire to advance , in the end he will

make progress . .
17

"Marxists should be magnanimous to other people and strict with

themselves ... They should not demand too much of non-Party people , but

should seek ' sincere unity' with them as Sun Yat-sen said ...
18

The phrases " the man with a foreknowledge and keen perception of

things" and " the man with a backward knowledge and blunt perception of

things " express the reactionary viewpoint of historical idealism which

empties things of their class content and is divorced from social

practice . Chairman Mao points out: "It is man's social being that

determines his thinking . Once the correct ideas characteristic of the

advanced class are grasped by the masses , these ideas turn into a

material force which changes society and changes the world" .19 Those

counter-revolutionary revisionists who will never repent and those die-

hard capitalist roaders who refuse to correct their errors after re-

peated education are that way not because they are "men with a backward

knowledge and blunt perception of things , " but because of their social

being, i.e. , their bourgeois class status , which determines their

obstinately taking the capitalist road . Similarly , the U.S. imperialist

butchers and the renegade clique of the CPSU are that way not because

they lack "the desire to advance , " but because they represent the reac-

tionary bourgeoisie , and whatever tricks they play in the line they

adopt, it can only be a counter-revolutionary line serving the US

monopoly capitalists and the Soviet bourgeois privileged stratum. As

for the proletarian revolutionaries , the reason why they can smash all

obstacles , break through every kind of onerous and cruel suppression
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by the handful of top Party capitalist roaders and win victory is not

that they are " men with a foreknowledge and keen perception of things , "

but that they have grasped the thought of Mao Tse-tung , this theoretical

weapon which is the quintessence of the highest wisdom of the proletariat

of China and the world , and that they represent the interests of the pro-

letariat and the working masses . Therefore , the more they fight , the

stronger they become , and they are indomitable in all difficulties and

always maintain dynamic revolutionary optimism. Today , in advocating

reactionary idealism such as that we have described , Tao Chu tries to

make people believe that the bourgeoisie " will make progress in the

end , " to lull the people's revolutionary vigilance and to help the

bourgeoisie sneak into the ranks of the proletariat to carry out sabotage .

The expression " sincere unity" as used by Tao Chu is through and

through the language of the Kuomintang reactionaries ! Different classes

give different interpretations of the identical term . We too occasionally

use this term . Then it means unity for the definite aim of revolution ,

for the struggle to carry out the revolutionary tasks of the proletariat .

We always say , unity subject to a socialist orientation , and unity on

the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism , Mao Tse-tung's thought .

In contrast , Tao Chu's " sincere unity" discards all principle , betrays

the socialist orientation and caters to the needs of the bourgeoisie .

Unity and struggle are two contradictory aspects of a single entity .

Without struggle , there is no unity . Unity is relative and transitional

whereas struggle is absolute . Everything in this world divides into two

in the course of its development . Men's knowledge always develops in

struggle . As Chairman Mao points out : "Marxism can develop only through

struggle , and not only is this true of the past and the present , it is

necessarily true of the future as well . " 20 Where is there such an immu-

table " sincere unity" as Tao Chu's? The fortune-teller hangs up a sign-

board reading , "Effective if sincere . " It's a trick . Chiang Kai -shek

used the term " sincere unity" to cover up internal dog -fights and as a

tool for instilling fascist ideas , whereas Tao Chu does something

original -- he puts up the signboard of Marxism to disintegrate the

struggle of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie .

The book also says : "The reason why victory could be won in the

earlier period of the great revolution of 1925-27 was that Dr. Sun Yat-

sen reorganized the Kuo-mintang and adopted the three great policies

' in conformity with the objective law of the revolution at that time . " 21

It is a plain distortion of history and a reversal of the truth when

Tao Chu attributes victory in the early period of the First Revolution-

ary Civil War of 1925-27 not to the correct leadership and policies of

the Communist Party of China represented by Comrade Mao Tse-tung , not to

the struggles of the revolutionary people , but solely to the Kuomintang .

He simply speaks for the Kuomintang reactionaries . Isn't he speaking

with a traitor's voice when he gives the fruits of victory won with the

blood of countless revolutionary martyrs to the Kuomintang in order to

please it?
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Enough ! Enough ! Does not all this vile talk reveal that behind

Tao Chu's " spiritual life" lies the realm of reactionary Kuomintang

philosophy?

Besides the reactionary Kuomintang philosophy , his ideas are all

rubbish from the sinister book on " self-cultivation . "

Doesn't the book Ideals cheat our young people when it prates that

"personal and collective interests cannot be separated , " that if a

person makes a show of "doing a good job , " he will be " taken into account , "

"be appreciated , " "be praised " and even " have his name spread to the

whole country and the whole world" ? This is a complete reproduction of

the philistine speculator's philosophy of the Khrushchev of China , the

philosophy of " lose a little to gain much . ' In February 1960 , when he

received members of the Standing Committees of the China Democratic

National Construction Association and the All-China Federation of Indus-

try and Commerce , the top Party person in authority taking the capitalist

road handed the representatives of the bourgeoisie an idea . He said :

" Personal benefits will accrue if you serve the people wholeheartedly . " 22

These words are an accurate summary of this bourgeois careerist's experi-

ence in " getting on in the world" over several decades of his life and

generalize the quintessence of the philosophy of life of this traitor

to the proletariat . When used by him and the handful of people like

him, such terms as " serve the people" and " collective interests " are

falsehood and deception , they are employed for show, they are the means ,

whereas personal interests , personal power and personal enjoyment are

real , they are the ends they pursue , representing the essence of their

dirty souls . This is the trick used by the bourgeois counter-revolu-

tionary double -dealers to sneak into the ranks of the revolutionaries

and to seize power . Can we tolerate the criminal use of this trick to

poison the younger generation and to destroy people with " soft" weapons?

Doesn't the book Ideals cheat the young people when it says :

"Our common world outlook together with our common method of thinking ...

consists in proceeding from objective reality, in admitting that right

is right and wrong is wrong" ? 23 This , too , is merchandise bought from

China's Khrushchev . In class society , there are distinct class criteria

for right and wrong . Reality means , first of all , the reality of class

struggle : do you stand on the side of the proletariat or on the side

of the bourgeoisie ? On the side of imperialism or on the side of the

revolutionary people? On the side of Marxism-Leninism , Mao Tse-tung's

thought , or on the side of revisionism? On the side of the proletarian

headquarters headed by Chairman Mao or on the side of the counter-

revolutionary bourgeois headquarters? Using the abstractions of " right

and wrong" to cover up their class approach to problems is the common

characteristic of opportunists who have sold their souls . In May 1949 ,

reporting on his infamous visit to Tientsin where he genuflected to the

bourgeoisie , China's Khrushchev said shamelessly: "The capitalists said
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that our newspapers were not well run . I said that indeed they were not

altogether well run. I admitted this mistake too ... In the future we

should adopt the attitude : right is right , wrong is wrong , good is

good , bad is bad ... If there is anything good about the capitalists ,

we should say it's good ; if there is anything bad about the workers , we

" 24
should say it's bad . Look how he " proceeded from reality" ! "Where

there is anything good about the capitalists , we should say it's good ;

if there is anything bad about the workers , we should say it's bad . "

What a fair judge he is ! What a clear approach to " right and wrong"

this scab takes ! See how this infamous flunkey of the bourgeoisie

never forgets his masters ' " goodness " ! How obvious is his ferocity when

he condemns the workers for being "bad" ! And how well the author of the

book Ideals has memorized the soul-selling philosophy of that certain

person!

The book Ideals misrepresents dialectical materialism when it

states that " existence is primary while thinking is only secondary , the

objective is primary while the subjective is only secondary , " 25 totally

denying man's dynamic role , the leap from matter to consciousness and

from consciousness to matter , and the dialectical process of practice ,

knowledge , again practice , again knowledge ... in the development of

man's knowledge . This is certainly not dialectical materialsim but

reactionary metaphysics . The proletariat's sole aim is understanding

the objective world is to transform it in accordance with the laws in-

herent in the development of things . If one negates the transformation

of the objective world , negates the revolution and the struggle to push

history forward , doesn't the statement that " the objective is primary"

become empty words on a sheet of paper? But this criticism alone is far

from sufficient . It must be understood that the reason why he advocates

this mechanical or vulgar materialism is to spread opportunism of a certain

kind , under which one drifts with the current and is ready to sell out the

interests of the proletariat at any time in order to serve the bourgeoisie .

Isn't that true? The bourgeoisie can be said to have an objective exist-

ence . One may proceed from the stand of the bourgeoisie , follow its

words and take its interests as the criterion , "right is right and wrong

is wrong. " In this way the restoration of capitalism can be brought about

under the cloak of " seeking the truth from facts" and dialectical mate-

rialism. These tricks can be seen through once their true nature is

exposed .

Did not Tao Chu say to some young people gloatingly, " There are

males and females in the world and they will naturally have love affairs " ? 26

This immediately makes one think of the absurd "famous saying" of China's

Khrushchev: "One head of cattle plus another head of cattle is still

cattle ... but a bull plus a cow makes a new relationship ; a man plus a

woman forms the husband-and -wife relationship . Everything is a unity of

opposites . " 27 In the eyes of this bunch , the relations between one

person and another are the same as those between a bull and a cow. In
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class society, people are differentiated according to their class and

are linked according to their class relations . The relations between

man and woman are no exception . Lu Hsun wrote in his " ' Hard Translation '

and the ' Class Character of Literature ' " : "Victims of famine will hardly

grow orchids like rich old gentlemen, nor will Chiao Ta of the Chia

family fall in love with Miss Lin . " [ Chiao Ta is a gatekeeper in the

feudal Chia family in the classical novel Dream of the Red Chamber ] . This

basic fact is denied by members of this gang , they trample it underfoot .

But their vulgar language cannot in the least hurt Marxist class analysis .

It only goes to show that their views on people's interrelations and their

"self-cultivation are vulgar bourgeois nonsense such as " a bull plus a

cow" and " a man plus a woman . " Isn't it clear that these persons with

their voluble talk about " self-cultivation" are hypocrites rotten to the

core?

Tao Chu's book says that the " success or failure" of a person in

"his decades of life " is determined by "whether his subjective ideas

conform with the objective situation . " 28 How did he himself obsequiously

make his " subjective ideas" conform with the " objective situation" under

Kuomintang rule , and in his " decades " of " success" how did he conform

with US imperialism , the Kuomintang reactionaries and the counter- revolu-

tionary bourgeoisie ? Should not all this be brought out into the light

of day?

Feelings of Bitter Hatred Towards the Proletariat

In May 1959 , just before the revisionist Peng Teh-huai dished up

his sinister programme in a desperate effort to restore capitalism , Tao

Chu, assuming the manner of Hai Jui in his article " The Sun's Radiance ,

blatantly and viciously abused our great socialist cause , our great Party

and our great leader . On the one hand , he said that people used the

words "the east is red , the sun rises " to " describe the vigour and

vitality of our great cause" and that they " eulogize our Party and leader

by likening them to the sun . " On the other hand , he attacked the "faults "

of the sun openly and railed obliquely : "In the depth of summer when

the glaring sun is scorching the earth and making people sweat , they

grumble and say that the sun's light and heat are excessive . And as

everyone knows , and has pointed out too , the sun itself has black spots

129
on it ."

"The sun itself has black spots on it . " Is this not downright

invective against our Party and great leader? In Tao Chu's eyes not only

are there " black spots , " but socialism is altogether pitch black . For

those who see with bourgeois eyes , brightness and darkness are reversed .

They are blinder than the blind . In the view of this revisionist , the

radiance of socialism shed by the sun is intolerable to those in authority

taking the capitalist road , it reveals their true features , makes them

"sweat" and is " excessive . " This is where the " faults " of the sun lie .

In fact , this is precisely why the sun is great . Monsters and demons ,

-
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bed bugs and lice , germs and viruses which hide in dark corners in the

house can only be killed when they are exposed to the light and heat of

the sun . True working people are tempered and get stronger in the sun-

shine . How can one get strong without sweating in the sun? To condemn

the sun for its " light and heat" is in fact to condemn the proletariat

for " exceeding the limit , " to condemn socialism and the people's communes

for their " excesses . " This naked bourgeois double-talk only shows him

up as a ghost that dares not face the light of the sun.

In " The Character of the Pine , " does not Tao Chu praise the pine

for " shutting out the sun's glare by its foliage in summer? " 30 The

brilliance of Mao Tse-tung's thought cannot be shut out . He who is bent

on challenging brightness can only sink from darkness into deeper dark-

ness .

It is noteworthy that the phrase " eulogize our Party and leader

by likening them to the sun" was suddenly changed into " eulogize our

great , glorious and correct Party by likening it to the sun" in the

second edition of Ideals which came out in 1965. This dodge which was

meant, to cover up his vicious purpose actually helps to expose it more

flagrantly and it perfectly reveals his guilty conscience . He cut out

the word "leader . " Does not this precisely indicate that , between 1959

and 1962 , when he wrote this article and published this book, he directed

his spearhead at our great leader? Otherwise , why should he hastily cut

it out? He added the words " great , glorious and correct" before " Party. "

Does not this precisely indicate that he did not consider the Chinese

Communist Party great , glorious and correct when he wrote his article

and published his book? Otherwise , why should be hastily add them? He

had a guilty conscience , and feared his looks would betray him . That

is why he was in such a pother. Is it not true that in a report made in

May 1959 , in Swatow, Kwangtung Province , Tao Chu clamoured about the

need to " learn from the style of Hai Jui " in coordination with Peng

Teh-huai's attack? Apparently, the style of this Hai Jui was not so

lofty and he did not show much ability . Nevertheless , the rephrasing

mentioned above inadvertently revealed his crimes in opposing the Party,

socialism and Chairman Mao in coordination with Peng Teh-huai and

company an ironclad fact which he can never succeed in denying .
--

By late September 1959, the Lushan Meeting of the Party Central

Committee had ended , the Peng Teh-hau anti-Party clique had been exposed

and the unbridled attack launched by the revisionists had been smashed .

Then in his article " A Hard-Won Victory, " this revisionist Tao Chu was

compelled to go through the motions of expressing dissatisfaction with

"a few persons " who "took a keen interest in the shortcomings in our

work . " 31 However , who were the few persons he referred to? Did they

not include Tao Chu himself? In one of his articles , did he not order

the press to " cover the shortcomings and errors in our work and to do

this , notwithstanding the fact that they were but a single finger as

compared with nine?" 32 Wasn't he the person who was keen on exposing
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what he called the " dark side" and "black spots " of socialism? This

cannot be denied . It is precisely because he had a hand in the dirty

business that he expressed profound sympathy in this article for those

whom he referred to as a few persons . He said that " in mentioning these

people we hope that they will change their stand and, first of all , join

the ranks of the builders of socialism heart and soul . " 33 This amounted

to advising the bankrupt Right opportunists to pretend to " change their

stand" so as to sneak their way into the revolutionary ranks and to

continue their anti -socialist activities .

Burning hatred for the proletariat , deep affection and solicitude

for the bourgeoisie such are Tao Chu's feelings . Here this malignant

monster stands revealed , now stripped of his mask .

--

"Literary Talent " Which Is Rotten to the Core

How shameful it is for a man to preen himself on his " literary

talent" on the strength of a pretentious literary style and incompre-

hensible language ! It is very much like those ignorant landlords who

hung on the lips of men of letters and , while obviously possessing not

a tittle of literary knowledge , rocked back and forth , chanting mumbo

jumbo like classical scholars .

Through displaying no literary talent whatsoever , the book

actively propagates the revisionist line in literature and art in its

entirety . The author , Tao Chu , has faithfully applied the reactionary

programme for literature and art laid down by the top Party person in

authority taking the capitalist road and is a jackal from the same lair

as Lu Ting-yi and Chou Yang . In the spring of 1960 , at the " National

Conference of Newsreel and Documentary Scenarists" which was convened by

the counter-revolutionary revisionists Hsia Yen and Chen Huang-mei of the

old Ministry of Culture , they distributed the big poisonous weed Thinking ,

Feeling and Literary Talent as a conference document for all participants

to study. This shows to what extent they worked in collusion . To

counter Chairman Mao's line on literature and art , Tao Chu had netted

into his black ragbag almost every kind of reactionary idea then pre-

valent in literary and art circles , i.e. , the theory of " human nature , "

of " truthful writing , " of " freedom of creation, " of "the middle character , "

the theory that " there is no harm in ghost plays , " etc. Let us give one

or two examples and briefly refute them .

"Communist Party members are warm-hearted ... they must feel for

everybody except counter-revolutionaries . " 34 In class society there are

only class feelings ; there are no feelings above class . "Feelings " here

means " love . " " To feel for everybody" is identical with the " love for

everybody" propagated by modern revisionism. It means to " love" the

exploiting classes , " love" renegades , " love" their flunkeys and " love"

those in authority taking the capitalist road . This is the most shame-

less genuflection and homage to reactionaries .

-
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The"We must fully develop the writers ' freedom of creation .

writer's pen is his own and the writer's ideas are his own. We must

allow the writers independence of creation . " 35 This is a naked counter-

revolutionary slogan straight out of the Petofi Club . There is only

freedom in the concrete , no freedom in the abstract . In class society

there is only class freedom ; there is no freedom above class . All works

of literature and art serve the politics of definite classes . There is

no such thing as " free" literature and art detached from class politics

nor can there be any. Whatever their particular form of expression, the

ideas of any person, including those of any writer , are not isolated

"ideas of his own . " They are a manifestation of the ideas , interests

and aspirations of definite classes and the reflection of class relations

in a given society . Do the 700 million Chinese people have 700 million

kinds of " ideas of their own" ? Certainly not .Certainly not . Fundamentally they fall

into only two kinds -- one is the world outlook of the proletariat , or

Mao Tse-tung's thought ; the other is the world outlook of the bourgeoisie ,

or bourgeois individualism of every kind . To advocate "freedom of crea-

tion" or " independence of creation" which depart from Mao Tse-tung's

thought is to instigate demons and freaks " freely" to attack socialism

and propagate capitalism , and to deprive the proletarian revolutionaries

of all freedom of counter-attack , thus serving the criminal intrigue of

restoring capitalism . The term " freedom of creation" is nothing but a

fig-leaf for the diehard servants of the bourgeoisie .

"Life is many-sided . It does not conform to one pattern . So

don't confine it within a fixed framework . " 36 This is nothing but the

"theory of opposition to subject matter as the decisive factor . " Using

the pretext of opposing " a fixed framework , " its purpose is actually to

oppose revolutionary writers doing their best to reflect the class

struggle in the socialist era , sing the praise of the workers , peasants

and soldiers and portray proletarian heroes . "Life is many-sided . "

Actually , it has two main sides . One is the revolutionary struggle of

the proletarian revolutionaries and the broad working masses who , guided

by Chairman Mao's revolutionary line , push history forward . The other

is the rotten reactionary life of the bourgeois reactionaries , who resist

the progress of history . We must take the militant life of the proletarian

revolutionaries who are really conscious of their historical task as the

principal aspect , as our orientation and as the central theme for praise

and portrayal , and through the portrayal of typical heroes , reflect our

unprecedentedly heroic age and the tremendous power and triumph of Mao

Tse-tung's thought . As for the reactionary rotten life of the bourgeoisie ,

it can serve only as the target for criticism , assault and exposure and

must never serve as the main side of creative works . "It does not conform

to one pattern" ; but there must be one pattern and in Tao Chu's mind life

consists of the vulgar sentiments and demoralizing tunes of the bourgeoisie

in the Three-Family Lane which have won his unceasing praise and which

in fact are decaying rubbish in the garbage of history . Isn't this clear

enough?
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So long as literature and art "truthfully reflect reality ,

their role at times is no less important than that of editorials

and reports . " 37 This again is an exact reproduction of Hu Geng's theory

of " truthful writing . " All images created in works of literature and

are show the political tendencies of the writers and artists , their class

love and class hatred . There is no such thing as an abstract or dis-

interested " truthful reflection of reality. " Proletarian revolutionaries

are thoroughgoing materialists . Thoroughgoing materialists are dauntless .

Only from the proletarian standpoint can one truthfully reflect the

essence of historical progress . The reactionary literature and art of

the bourgeoisie and the revisionists present the workers , peasants and

soldiers in a distorted form, and they distort reality. This is the

inevitable result of the reactionary world outlook of historical idealism

on which such literature and art rest . To promote "truthful writing" in

the abstract means to oppose the propagation of Mao Tse-tung's thought

and the education of the people in the communist spirit through literature

and art . It means negating and covering up the class character of litera-

ture and art , and seeking a "theoretical" basis for noxious weeds which

glamorize the exploiting classes and defame the proletariat . It is the

rottenest muck in the bourgeois armoury of literature and art .

"One may look at both the good and the bad aspect ... it is per-

missible for literary and artistic works to describe shortcomings ... we

must not give the impression that when we want to praise the people's

communes we have to laud them to the skies . " 38 This is the theory of

"exposure of the dark side , " a reproduction of the reactionary theory of

laying " equal stress on the bright and the dark , half and half , " which

Chairman Mao condemned long ago . We should distinguish between the main

current and the minor currents of life . Only when we focus on the main

current can we give a typical presentation of the essence of social

advance . Minor currents merely offer a contrast to the main current and

can be used as means to present the essence , forming a subordinate aspect

of the whole , partial and temporary twists in the course of advance , never

to be regarded as the main content of life . We should centre our efforts

mainly on writing about the bright , on praising our great victories in

socialist revolution and socialist construction , that is , praising the

triumph of Mao Tse -tung's thought , on presenting the world-shaking

heroism and wisdom of proletarian revolutionary fighters in the struggle ,

on portraying the heroic workers , peasants and soldiers of our era and

not on presenting the " good side" and the " bad side , " half and half .

Naturally works on the people's communes should praise their superiority

to the full . Why should it be necessary to list all the shortcomings

and mistakes occurring along the path of progress? There is a song called

The People's Communes Are Fine . Is it necessary to modify this title

with another sentence " the people's communes have shortcomings?"

exaggerate , play up and build vicious fabrication upon partial , isolated

phenomena is the old tune the imperialists , the revisionists and the

bourgeoisie harp on in their rumour-mongering and slanders , and this

To
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veteran Rightist apes them. Is it necessary to avoid contradiction in

devoting our main effort to praising the bright? Is it necessary to

avoid talking of the enemy's struggles and counter-attacks ? Is it

necessary to tone down sharp conflicts ? No , it is not . Society advances

through class struggle . The revolutionary forces of the proletariat

invariably blaze their way forward in fierce struggle with the counter-

revolutionary forces of the bourgeoisie . Only by making typical histor-

ical generalizations about class contradictions and class struggles can

the bright , the victorious and the heroic be portrayed in all their

depth and splendour , and not superficially and trivially. The revolu-

tionary people will sweep Tao Chu's theory of the " exposure of the dark

side " into the dust-bin of history, along with his black soul .

See Through the Khrushchev-Type Careerists

From the several aspects mentioned above , people can easily see

that Tao Chu is nothing but a big Rightist who managed to slip out of

the net , a revisionist , a loyal executant and propagandist of the reac-

tionary bourgeois line represented by China's Khrushchev, a counter-

revolutionary double-dealer who sneaked into the Party . The reactionary

system of Kuomintang philosophy and the other germs spread by his books

must be thoroughly wiped out .

Tao Chu is a careerist of the Khrushchev type . He sticks stubbornly

to the capitalist political orientation . He bitterly hates socialism and

hankers after capitalism day and night . His " ideals " in politics , culture

and life are nothing but a capitalist restoration in China . His head is

stuffed with the reactionary world outlook of the exploiting classes ,

such as the philosophy of traitors and the idea of " the scholar dies

for his bosom friend . " However , in his efforts not to be exposed under

the dictatorship of the proletariat , he cannot but disguise himself in

a revolutionary cloak . This fellow is extremely crooked . He is a

double-dealer who talks big , now eloquent and seemingly straightforward

and now insinuating ; such are his familiar practices . But on the funda-

mental question of which road to take , the socialist or the capitalist

road, he can be promptly stripped of his disguise and his true features

can be laid bare when he is brought before the magic mirror of Mao Tse-

tung's thought . Aren't these two books iron-clad proof of his taking

the capitalist road?

All careerists of the Khrushchev type are conspiratorial usurpers

of Party leadership . In order to oppose the proletarian headquarters

headed by Chairman Mao , oppose Mao Tse-tung's thought and oppose the prole-

tarian revolutionaries , they resort to all kinds of tricks and intrigues

to expand the power held by a handful of revisionists and they shame-

lessly boost themselves . Tao Chu came out with these two books not only

to prepare public opinion for a capitalist restoration , but also as a

means of expanding the power held by a handful of revisionists like
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himself. There is an article in his book entitled , " Introduction to

Notes of Talks Made During the Journey to the West . " Notes of Talks

Made During the Journey to the West was originally entitled Notes of

Talks Taken by Members of My Entourage . When he was rambling round ,

Tao Chu took along several malevolent scholars as members of his retinue .

He talked at random, and these scholars took notes on his talk as though

it consisted of imperial decrees . The notes were then embellished and

released to the press . The "notes of talks " are notes on Tao Chu's

talks . From these , " a total of 27 articles were produced ! " He had the

audacity to have them published in book form . He even chose the title

for the collection , wrote an introduction and added an inscription ! Does

not this show his ambition to become the " despotic ruler of the south"?

In the propagation of his reactionary views , Tao Chu's books , Ideals and

Thinking , teem with such displays of personal power and self-glorifica-

tion . He intended to use these books to prepare public opinion for the

seizure of power from the proletarian headquarters . When Tao Chu came

from his regional post to the central organ of leadership , he extended

his reach so far and wide and within a few months exposed his maniac

desire to seize power from the proletariat so strikingly , stopping at

nothing in recruiting deserters and turncoats , buying over bad elements

who had already been exposed by the revolutionary people , opposing the

Central Committee of the Party headed by Chairman Mao and attacking the

revolutionaries , that none of his double -dealing tricks could cover up

his counter-revolutionary ambition any longer . Can we not draw an

important lesson from this negative example and learn how to see through

persons of the Khrushchev type?

--

Tao Chu is a despicable pragmatist . He has the speculator's glib

talk . In order to peddle revisionism and to oppose and attack what he

called dogmatism actually Marxism-Leninism . Mao Tse-tung's thought

he appeared as an ultra-Rightist one minute and on the extreme " Left"

the next . In this way, he corrupted , confused and hoodwinked those who

waver in the middle of the road , so as to protect himself from being

exposed . After he took charge of the Propaganda Department of the

Central Committee , Tao Chu became the faithful agent of the top Party

person in authority taking the capitalist road in suppressing the revolu-

tionary masses . He did his utmost to oppose Chairman Mao's great big-

character poster " Bombard the Headquarters . " He tried his best to

protect the monsters . But when the masses rose to criticize and repudiate

the bourgeois reactionary line , with a twist of the body he made a sudden

change and appeared in the guise of an ultra " Left" anarchist . He

shouted himself hoarse that "in the great cultural revolution , it is

correct to doubt everyone . " " I am all for bombardment in general

nobody knows what the headquarters really represent , and that goes for

every headquarters . " "You can oppose anybody . " He " creatively" developed

the bourgeois reactionary line of " hitting hard at the many in order to

protect a handful . " He appeared to be surprisingly " Left" , but in fact

he was " Left" in form and Right in essence . His purpose was to blur the

...
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--

distinction between the proletarian headquarters and the bourgeois head-

quarters , and direct the spearhead of attack at the proletarian head-

quarters headed by Chairman Mao so that the handful of Party persons in

authority taking the capitalist road could sneak away in the confusion .

"To doubt everyone" and such like are designed to deal with the proletarian

headquarters . " To doubt everyone" except himself , " to overthrow every-

one" except himself isn't there something fishy here? Comrades , please

note that there are now a handful of counter-revolutionaries who are

adopting the same method . Using slogans that sound extremely " Left" but

in essence are extremely Right , they have stirred up evil gusts of

"doubting everyone , " while bombarding the proletarian headquarters , creat-

ing dissension and exploiting confusion . To achieve their sinister

ulterior aim, they have vainly attempted to shake and split the proletar-

ian headquarters headed by Chairman Mao. The organizers and manipulators

of the so-called " May 16" group are just such a scheming counter-revolu-

tionary gang . It must be thoroughly exposed . Young people who have been

misled and have not understood the true situation should pull themselves

up sharply and turn back to hit those who have misled them . They should

avoid the traps set for them. This counter-revolutionary organization

has two aims : one is to undermine and split the leadership of the Party's

Central Committee headed by our great leader Chairman Mao and the other

is to undermine and split the main pillar of the dictatorship of the

proletariat , the great Chinese People's Liberation Army. This counter-

revolutionary organization dare not come out into the open. It has hidden

itself underground in Peking for the last few months . We have as yet not

fully identified most of its members and leaders . For they send their

people out to paste up broadsheets and paint slogans only in the silence

of the night . The broad masses are making investigations in relation to

these people , and things will shortly be made clear . With regard to these

persons , so long as we use the method of class analysis which Chairman Mao

teaches and study their attitude to the bourgeoisie and to the proletariat ,

study their political tendencies by analysing whom they support and whom

they oppose , and study their past history, we can detect a sinister

counter-revolutionary hand even in the midst of the constantly changing

phenomenon . The more they try to cover up those things which have already

been exposed by pretending to be extraordinarily " excessive" or " fair , "

the more fully they reveal their true features as careerists . Take the

revisionist Tao Chu for example . This obvious thief consciously adopted

the guise of a sage ; this obvious man of the extreme Right , who openly

declared that his heart "beat in unison with" that of the bourgeoisie ,

suddenly and deliberately jumped to the extremely " Left" position of

"doubting everyone . " Yet all the time the spearhead of his attack was

directed at the proletarian revolutionaries . This clearly exposes him

as a careerist .

The deepening of the class struggle and the victories of the pro-

letarian revolutionaries compel the enemies constantly to change their

tactics of struggle . When one counter-revolutionary scheme of theirs is
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In

seen through , they resort to another and they use these devices alter-

nately . But these degenerates can never escape detection by Mao Tse-

tung's thought, which discovers the minutest detail in everything .

the present victorious situation , we must give full attention to the

general orientation of the struggle , to safeguarding the proletarian

headquarters headed by Chairman Mao , to carrying through the unified

plan for battle decided upon by Chairman Mao and the Central Committee

of the Party , to mastering policies and tactics , to uniting the great

majority and to preventing such characters as Tao Chu from creating con-

fusion in our ranks , from either the Right or the " Left , " or both sides

simultaneously . When the forces of the Left make mistakes , the forces of

the Right exploit them. This has always been so . In the current move-

ment of mass criticism and repudiation , we should arrive at a still

deeper understanding of this fact by summing up the historical experience

of class struggle .

In chapter five of the novel The Dream of the Red Chamber there is

a song titled The Trouble With Being Too Clever . Its first two lines

read : "With all your calculations and intrigues , you are too clever ;

they bring you no good but will cost you your life ! " All the Khrushchev-

like careerists who oppose Mao Tse-tung's thought and think themselves

clever have " calculated and intrigued " in the dark . This game can be

said to have reached its climax with Tao Chu's invention of the famous

" art of transplanting people's heads " (the head of the No. 2 top Party

person in authority taking the capitalist road was cut from another

picture and transplanted on to someone else's shoulders in a photograph

in order to give prominence to the No. 2 Party capitalist roader in opposi-

tion to the decision of the Eleventh Plenary Session of the Eighth Central

Committee of the Party ) . But in the end the rock these people lift to

hurl at others drops on their own feet , and they themselves create the

conditions for their own downfall . The handful of Party persons in

authority taking the capitalist road in the Wuhan area have turned out

to be fools of the same kind , simple-minded and reactionary in their

thinking . Those who play intrigues will come to no good end . When the

broad masses rise to action , nothing evil can be hidden any more . The

downfall of the revisionist bad elements who oppose Chairman Mao's pro-

letarian revolutionary line is inevitable . Such is the verdict of

history. No matter how they struggle and quibble , the handful of the

Khrushchev-like careerists will never be able to escape this verdict of

history .

The great proletarian cultural revolution is surging forward like

a mighty torrent . The brilliant rays of Mao Tse-tung's thought are

lighting up all China and the entire world . China's proletarian revolu-

tionaries and revolutionary people are courageous . We are determined

to carry this great revolution through to the end . The counter-offensives ,

attacks , rumours and sowing of discord by the handful of capitalist road-

ers in authority , and all the different kinds of slander , distortion ,

vilification and clamour coming from the imperialists , the reactionaries
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of all countries and the modern revisionists , definitely cannot prevent.

our advance but will only prove these same persons to be thoroughly

stupid and at the end of their tether . Comrades , let us raise our hands

and hail this great storm which is cleansing the vast land of China !

Mao Tse-tung's thought. is invincible . The people's strength is inex-

haustible . What is new-born and revolutionary is irresistible . People

will see that, after traversing the magnificent and tortuous path of the

great cultural revolution , a great socialist China under the dictator-

ship of the proletariat , unprecedentedly strong , consolidated and uni-

fied , will tower in the East like a giant and deal still heavier blows

at the cannibals of the 20th century.
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BRING ABOUT THE REVOLUTIONARY GREAT ALLIANCE IN THE COURSE

OF THE HIGH TIDE OF REVOLUTIONARY MASS CRITICISM

AND REPUDIATION

[ Following is a translation of an editorial in the Chinese-

language periodical , Hung-ch'i (Red Flag ) , Peking , No. 14 ,

17 Sep 67 , pp 17-19. ]

The publication of Comrade Yao Wen-yuan's important article " On

Tao Chu's Two Books " is a heavy artillery shell for the thorough destruc-

tion of the handful of top party persons in authority taking the capital-

ist road headed by China's Khrushchev . This eloquent and powerful proclama-

tion of warning has propelled the revolutionary mass criticism and repudia-

tion throughout the country in a deep-going way.

Revolutionary mass criticism and repudiation are a great strategic

plan by Chairman Mao , the motive force of promoting a revolutionary great

alliance and the revolutionary three-way alliance and of performing well

struggle -criticism-transformation in various units is to bring about a

revolutionary great alliance . The revolutionary great alliance represents

the basic interests of the proletariat and a basic principle of Marxism-

Leninism and Mao Tse-tung's thought.

Earlier, more than 100 years ago, when the proletariat had just

stepped onto the political stage , Marx and Engels uttered a great call in

the Manifesto of the Communist Party: "Working men of all countries ,

unite!"

Since the first day he led the Chinese revolution , our great

leader Chairman Mao has raised high the banner of revolutionary great

alliance and has greatly enriched and advanced this basic thinking of

Marxism-Leninism theoretically and in practice . Chairman Mao has taught

us :
"It is only through the unity of the Communist Party that the unity

of the whole class and the whole nation can be achieved , and it is only

through the unity of the whole class and the whole nation that the enemy

can be defeated and the national and democratic revolution accomplished . "
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The same principles are applicable to the democratic revolution , socialist

volution , and also the current great proletarian cultural revolution .

Chairman Mao instructed us recently: There is basically no con-

flict of interests within the working class . There is no reason what-

soever for the working class itself under the proletarian dictatorship

to be split into two major groups which cannot exist together .

The working class and all proletarian revolutionaries must

resolutely implement the Chairman's latest instructions and be models

of the revolutionary great alliance . The working class and all proletar-

ian revolutionaries have a common enemy and a common revolutionary goal .

Under the proletarian dictatorship , the handful of party persons in

authority taking the capitalist road headed by China's Khrushchev are

the most vicious and the most dangerous enemy of the working class , and

a big inner evil .

Only by uniting together , concentrating firepower, and aiming at

the target can we do well in the revolutionary mass criticism and repudia-

tion and in the struggle-criticism-transformation in various units to

strike them down completely.

In the face of this serious struggle concerning the fate of the

party and the nation , why can we not form an alliance to face the enemy

in concerted effort? Why must we divide ourselves into two major groups

which cannot exist together? Unity is strength . The working class has

every reason to unite together under the great banner of Mao Tse-tung's

thought , and in the course of the high tide of the revolutionary mass

criticism and repudiation bring about the revolutionary great alliance .

There is no reason to cause a split . Why is it that at present no

alliance can be formed by the two groups split within the working class?

The reason can be found mainly in three aspects . The handful of party

persons in authority taking the capitalist road are most afraid of the

revolutionary great alliance . An alliance of the working class will

inevitably make them isolated and friendless and bring about their

thorough collapse .

In order to escape the revolutionary mass criticism , repudiation ,

and struggle ; to undermine the efforts to grasp revolution and stimulate

production ; and to sabotage the great proletarian cultural revolution ,

they have to engineer intrigues , play tricks , make provocations , deceive

and hoodwink , and manipulate and take advantage of the people to create

a split within the working class .

The handful of landlords , rich peasants , counterrevolutionaries ,

bad elements , and rightists will not be reconciled to their doom. In-

variably they will resort to every despicable means to incite and sow

discord , stir up evil winds , and light sinister fires to sabotage the
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revolutionary great alliance in a vain attempt to achieve their criminal

objective of toppling the dictatorship of the proletariat .

Although the workers ' class is most revolutionary , it , too , is

susceptible to the influence of bourgeois and petty bourgeois ideology .

Because of the insidious infiltration and corrosion of anarchism ,

sectarianism, small-group mentality , as well as " suspect all , " and other

bourgeois and petty bourgeois ideologies of society which appear in the

form of the right or of the extreme " left , " the phenomenon of a group

spirit being substituted for party spirit merges within the workers class ,

and hinders the revolutionary great alliance .

A search for the basic reason behind the factionalism which has

split the ranks of the workers class into two groups reveals that this

is the evil result of the bourgeois reactionary line of China's Khrushchev .

The revolutionary great alliance can be realized only if these obstacles

are cleared away. We must therefore further arm ourselves with Mao

Tse-tung's thought , see through and smash the conspiracies and evil

designs of the class enemy, overcome the bourgeois and petty bourgeois

ideologies in our own ranks , and realize the revolutionary great alliance

in the upsurge of the revolutionary great criticism and repudiation .

It is noteworthy that currently a handful of counterrevolutionary

elements has emerged in the form of the extreme " left" to take advantage

of the bourgeois and petty bourgeois ideologies in our ranks and engage

in conspiratorial activities in an attempt to split and sabotage the

leadership of the proletarian headquarters headed by Chairman Mao , and

the great PLA which is the main pillar of the proletarian dictatorship .

Those people who organized and controlled the so-called " 16 May"

group make up such a counterrevolutionary clique engaged in conspira-

torial activities . This counterrevolutionary group must be thoroughly

exposed and smashed.

The workers class should be revolutionaries of Mao Tse -tung's

thought . It must strengthen the proletarian party spirit and form an

alliance on the basis of the proletarian revolutionary line of Chairman

Mao. It should not be split into this or that group or be immersed in

group spirit . Group spirit is an enlarged form of individualism. It

is for the individual and for the sectarian small group , and not for

the people or for the proletariat . To engage in splitism and group

spirit means not making revolution . There is a possibility that the

class enemy will take advantage of such spirit and lead it astray .

In forming the revolutionary great alliance the workers class must

look ahead , do more self-criticism , and refrain from settling old accounts .

Chairman Mao taught us that "The proletariat must not only emancipate

itself , but also the whole of mankind . If mankind is not emancipated ,

- -
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the proletariat will not be able to achieve final emancipation itself. "

The workers class should possess such a far-reaching , comprehensive and

lofty view, and a liberal mind . It must be good at uniting with the

absolute majority especially with those who hold different views , and

even those people who have been in opposition and have found in practice

to have committed errors and organize a massive revolutionary army.

--

--

Different political consciousness among the masses of the workers

class is a phenomenon which exists objectively . Such contradictions can

be resolved completely through the application of Chairman Mao's policy

of " unity-criticism-unity . " There is no need to split ourselves into

two bitterly opposed camps . Revolutionary masses who have a higher

revolutionary consciousness should carry out patient and meticulous

ideological work to help the deceived class brothers escape the influence

of the bourgeoisie and march forward together with them along the pro-

letarian revolutionary line of Chairman Mao .

The upsurge of the revolutionary great criticism and repudiation

presently coming to a crest will definitely stimulate the revolutionary

great alliance . The revolutionary great alliance will in turn certainly

give impetus to the unfolding of the revolutionary great criticism and

repudiation in depth , creating favorable conditions for the struggle-

criticism-transformation of various areas and units .

The revolutionary great alliance is a pressing need of the current

revolutionary situation . It is an aspiration common to the workers

class and all proletarian revolutionaries . Long live the revolutionary

great alliance formed under the great red flag of Mao Tse-tung's thought !

CSO : 3530-D
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STEADFASTLY STAND BEHIND THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTIONARIES

[Following is a translation of an article by Wu Fa-hsien

in the Chinese- language periodical , Hung-ch'i (Red Flag ) ,

Peking, No 14 , 17 Sep 67 , pp 20-23.J

The torrent of the great proletarian cultural revolution is

rushing onward with unequal might along the direction pointed out by

Chairman Mao , the helmsman and the greatest genius in human history.

The Chinese People's Liberation Army personally built and led by

our great leader Chairman Mao and under the direct command of Vice Chairman

Lin Piao is the strong cornerstone of the dictatorship of the proletariat

and the great proletarian cultural revolution in China . It is good at

fighting not only against the enemy armed with gun but also against the

enemy armed with pen . This is really a revolutionary army of the

proletariat -- an army of both literary accomplishment and military

proficiency that knows no equal in the world . Under an environment

in which the class struggle is acute and complicated at home and abroad ,

without such a great wall as the People's Liberation Army armed with Mao

Tse-tung's thought , there cannot be any solid national defense , any

strong proletarian dictatorship , any socialist extensive democracy , and

any great proletarian cultural revolution .

--

Chairman Mao teaches us : "The Chinese Red Army is an armed body

for carrying out the political tasks of the revolution . Especially at

present , the Red Army should certainly not confine itself to fighting ;

besides fighting to destroy the enemy's military strength , it should

shoulder such important tasks as doing propaganda among the masses ,

organizing the masses , arming them, helping them to establish revolu-

tionary political power and setting up Party organizations . "

During the great proletarian cultural revolution , according to

Chairman Mao's teaching , our army is energetically engaged in the work of

"supporting the Left , industry and agriculture " " exercising military

control and giving military training . " These " three kinds of support"

1
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and " two kinds of military work" are the glorious tasks given our army

by Chairman Mao under new historical conditions ; they show his greatest

faith in, as well as his greatest concern and loving care for our army.

The broad masses of the commanders and fighters of our army, holding

high the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought , closely standing

together with the proletarian revolutionaries , and in solidarity with the

broad masses , have made an heroic onslaught against a handful of Party

persons in authority taking the capitalist road and dealt a devastating

blow at the bourgeois command post . Meanwhile , through energetically

implementing Chairman Mao's great guiding principle , " Grasp revolution ,

stimulate production , " they have given a great impetus to the development

of industrial and agricultural production .

Vice Chairman Lin Piao has said : "The surging mass movement has

in turn greatly inspired and educated the armed forces and become the

revolutionary smelting furnace for steeling and raising the political

consciousness of the armed forces . " The fiery struggle of the great

proletarian cultural revolution has given the broad masses of the com-

manders and fighters of our army the greatest and best steeling . It

has greatly strengthened their class struggle viewpoint and mass view-

point and greatly stepped up the close relationship between the army and

the people . It has greatly heightened consciousness in carrying out

Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line , and greatly speeded up

the progress of extraordinary proletarianization and militancy .

impelled the building of our army onto a new stage and greatly strengthened

the fighting power of our army.

It has

In work to " give support to the Left , industry and agriculture , "

"exercise military control and give military training , " our army has

accumulated a wealth of experience . The focus of such experience is that

we must hold high the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought , stead-

fastly stand on the side of Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary

line , and steadfastly stand behind the proletarian revolutionaries .

The proletarian revolutionaries constitute the hard core in the

great proletarian cultural revolution and the vanguard of opposition to

a handful of Party persons in authority taking the capitalist road .

Without them , the dynamic power of the revolution cannot be brought into

play, and the victory of the great proletarian cultural revolution cannot

be won. Rejecting them means rejecting the revolution and striking a

blow at them means striking a blow at the revolution . Their general

orientation in revolution is at no time wrong .

The attitude adopted toward the proletarian revolutionaries is in

substance the attitude adopted toward the great proletarian cultural

revolution . One must be boundlessly loyal to Chairman Mao and the

thought of Mao Tse-tung before one can see clearly the political orienta-

tion of the various mass organizations in the struggle between the two
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classes , the two roads and the two lines , and really stand on the side

of the proletarian revolutionaries . Those who are loyal to Chairman

Mao's proletarian revolutionary line will be close to the proletarian

revolutionaries , and regardless of the number of the latter and how

great the difficulties may be , they will stand forth with the revolu-

tionary courage of the proletariat , and unwaveringly and resolutely

support the proletarian revolutionaries .

Our support for the proletarian revolutionaries will necessarily

be opposed and undermined by the handful of Party persons in authority

taking the capitalist road . They will incite a part of the deceived

masses , exert all kinds of pressure on the armed forces , and vainly

attempt to drag us away from Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary

line either from the Right or from the " Left" or from both sides at the

same time , split and undermine our revolutionary forces , and sabotage

the great proletarian cultural revolution . A line is the concentrated

expression of class interests . "It is either the East wind prevailing

over the West wind or the West wind prevailing over the East wind , and

there is no room for compromise in the question of line . " We are con-

vinced that so long as we steadfastly stand on the side of Chairman Mao's

proletarian revolutionary line , we shall stand high , see far , stand firm

and hold our ground . Steadfastly supporting the proletarian revolu-

tionaries is an important expression of firm adherence to Chairman Mao's

proletarian revolutionary line .

The use of Mao Tse-tung's thought to arm the proletarian revolu-

tionaries is the root of all roots , the key to all keys , and the center

of all centers in work to " support the Left , industry and agriculture , "

" exercise military control and give military training . " The thought of

Mao Tse-tung is the most powerful spiritual force , the fountainhead of

all victories . The process of " three kinds of support " and " two kinds

of military work" is the process of propagating the thought of Mao Tse-

tung . It seeks to help the broad revolutionary masses creatively study

and apply Chairman Mao's works , and enable the thought of Mao Tse -tung

to strike root in the minds of the broad masses .

Vice Chairman Lin Piao has said : " Having mastered the thought

of Mao Tse-tung , the masses of the people will become the wisest and

bravest , and will be able to bring their infinite strength into play. "

"They will carry all before them, become invincible , and win a complete

victory in the great proletarian cultural revolution . "

"Who are our enemies? Who are our friends? This is a question

of first importance for the revolution , and is also a question of first

importance for the great cultural revolution . " In the intricate class

struggle , we must creatively study and apply Chairman Mao's works together

with the proletarian revolutionaries , distinguish the orientation , know

the enemy , strictly differentiate and correctly handle the two kinds of
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contradiction of different character , grasp the general orientation of

the struggle , unfold revolutionary criticism and repudiation on a large

scale , direct concentrated fire at the concentrated target , politically,

ideologically and theoretically topple and discredit, by criticism the

handful of top Party persons in authority taking the capitalist road

headed by China's Khrushchev , and help the proletarian revolutionaries

make a success of struggle , criticism and transformation in their own

units .

When dealing with the revolutionary mass organizations holding

different views , according to Chairman Mao's teaching , we should explain

to them that the basic interests of the proletariat are one and the same ,

and bring about their great revolutionary alliance . We should not draw

close to one faction and estrange ourselves from another , or win over

one faction and hit at another one . We should support those in the right

and dissuade those who are in the wrong . We should help the proletarian

revolutionaries handle correctly those organizations which are in dis-

agreement with them. We should correctly handle the masses who have

been deceived and the cadres who have made mistakes . Through the

exemplary actions of the proletarian revolutionaries and their penetrating

and delicate politico-ideological work , we should unite the broad masses

and the majority of the cadres , " strive to unite all people who can be

united, " and organize a mighty revolutionary army. In the course of

making revolutionary criticism and repudiation on a large scale , we

should realize and consolidate the great revolutionary alliance and the

revolutionary " threeway alliance , " and consolidate and strengthen the

dictatorship of the proletariat .

In work to " support the Left , industry and agriculture , " " exercise

military control and give military training , " helping the proletarian

revolutionaries build a revolutionary leading group of a representative

character and with proletarian authority is a very important question .

Chairman Mao has taught us: "Cadres are a decisive factor , once

the political line is determined . Therefore , it is our fighting task

to train large numbers of new cadres in a planned way . "

Vice Chairman Lin Piao has also pointed out : "Political power is

the question of such a group. With a good group , the implementation of

Chairman Mao's revolutionary line and the interests of the proletariat

can be guaranteed . "

We should help the leading group of the proletarian revolutionaries

intensify the study of Chairman Mao's works , strictly require themselves

to observe the five conditions set for successors to the revolutionary

cause of the proletariat , eradicate bourgeois ideas in a big way, and

establish the thought of Mao Tse-tung on a large scale . We should

propagate among them the experience of the People's Liberation Army in
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making creative study and application of Chairman Mao's works , bringing

proletarian politics to the fore , persisting in the four firsts , promoting

the " three-eight " style of work in a big way, and making a success of

political and ideological work . We should help them lay a good grip on

and make good use of power .

Chairman Mao teaches us :

we must have faith in the Party .

"We must have faith in the masses and

These are two cardinal principles .

If we doubt these principles , we shall accomplish nothing . "

We must follow the lead of those at a higher level and rely upon

those at the lower level before we can implement Chairman Mao's proletarian

revolutionary line , and fulfill the glorious tasks entrusted us by Chair-

man Mao .

By following the lead of a higher level , we mean closely following

the proletarian headquarters headed by Chairman Mao and his great

strategic dispositions . Chairman Mao is the greatest genius ; he is

farsighted and sure of himself. In regard to Chairman Mao's instructions

and dispositions which we understand , we must firmly carry them out .

As to those which we do not understand for the time being , we also must

firmly carry them out . We must never depart from or interfere with them

under whatever circumstances . We must ask for instructions more often

and make more reports . At all times we must place ourselves under the

absolute leadership of Chairman Mao's proletarian headquarters .

Relying upon those at the lower level means having faith in and

relying upon the broad revolutionary masses . The core of Chairman Mao's

proletarian revolutionary line is to have faith in the masses , to rely

upon them and respect their initiative . In the course of " supporting the

Left , industry and agriculture , " " exercising military control and giving

military training , " we must unswervingly support the revolutionary action

of the broad masses . We must show enthusiasm for and take good care of

the new things emerging in the movement . We must listen in earnest to

the views of those who disagree with us . We must painstakingly lead

them to see and correct their own shortcomings and mistakes . When

problems are come across , we must not adopt the method of doing things

on their behalf , but must boldly arouse them to do things themselves , so

that they may steel themselves in actual work and grow and mature in the

fire of class struggle .

The process of " supporting the Left , industry and agriculture , "

"exercising military control and giving military training " is also the

best process for us to learn from the proletarian revolutionaries , the

revolutionary young fighters of the Red Guards and the revolutionary

masses . The proletarian revolutionaries are our best teachers . Their

boundless devotion to Chairman Mao , their revolutionary rebel spirit ,

their heroic deeds in the struggle between the two lines , have pro-

foundly educated us and have strengthened our determination to defend

-
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Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line and carry the great pro-

letarian cultural revolution through to the end . In front of the revolu-

tionary masses , we are forever pupils due for graduation .

Once

Chairman Mao teaches us : "It is hard for any political party or

person to avoid mistakes , but we should make as few as possible .

a mistake is made , we should correct it , and the more quickly and

thoroughly the better . "

The " three kinds of support" and " two kinds of military work"

constitute a brand new lesson , and in the intricate class struggle , due

to our lack of experience , it is hard to avoid this or that kind of

shortcomings and mistakes . Having made mistakes , we must welcome their

being criticized and pointed out by the masses . We must frankly admit

having committed such mistakes , openly make a self-examination , and

resolutely, quickly , promptly , earnestly and thoroughly correct them.

So long as we earnestly correct our mistakes , we shall be able to gain.

experience and win the confidence and support of the revolutionary masses .

As our great leader Chairman Mao has said : "So long we are good at

persisting in the interests of the people and correcting mistakes for the

interests of the people , this army of ours will surely prosper. "

The People's Liberation Army supports the proletarian revolutionaries

to the utmost , and the proletarian revolutionaries cherish most their own

army . The broad revolutionary masses firmly bear in mind Chairman Mao's

teaching that we must have faith in and rely upon the People's Liberation

Army, and they support all revolutionary actions of the Liberation Army.

They always warmly help us correct our shortcomings and mistakes in work .

They regard cherishing and protecting the Liberation Army and safeguarding

its prestige as safeguarding the great proletarian cultural revolution ,

the dictatorship of the proletariat and the basic interests of hundreds

of millions of the revolutionary people . The support and faith of the

broad revolutionary masses constitutes the source of strength for us to

overcome the class enemy and is the most important guarantee for the

success of the " three kinds of support" and " two kinds of military work. "

Our great leader Chairman Mao's call for " supporting the army and

cherishing the people" is the strategic slogan for impelling the great

proletarian cultural revolution , the general principle for correctly

handling the relationship between the army and the people , and a

stupendous force that inspires us to seize new victories . We cherish

the people to the maximum by faithfully carrying out Chairman Mao's

proletarian revolutionary line , firmly supporting the proletarian revolu-

tionaries , and bravely defending the great proletarian cultural revolu-

tion . We must forever stand on the side of Chairman Mao's proletarian

revolutionary line , fulfill our responsibility to the utmost , take good

care of and support all proletarian revolutionaries , all revolutionary

young fighters of the Red Guards and all of the revolutionary masses ,
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closely unite with them , fight and win together with them, closely follow

Chairman Mao's great strategic dispositions , thoroughly topple the

handful of Party persons in authority taking the capitalist road headed

by China's Khrushchev , and take actual action to respond to Vice Chairman

Lin Piao's call: "Hold high the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's

thought , and perform new deeds of merits in the great proletarian cultural

revolution movement . "

CSO: 3530-D
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THE GREAT CHINESE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY IS A RELIABLE

PILLAR OF THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT

AND FOR THE GREAT PROLETARIAN CULTURAL REVOLUTION

[ Following is a translation of an editorial in the Chinese-

language periodical , Hung-ch'i (Red Flag ) , Peking , No. 14 ,

17 Sep 67 , pp 24-25.1

The great Chinese People's Liberation Army is an invincible and

matchless heroic army that carries all before it . For decades , it has

fought in the hard way , made heroic sacrifices , written the most glorious

epic page and performed the greatest deeds of merits for the revolutionary

cause of the Chinese people and the people of the world .

In the great proletarian cultural revolution , the PLA has under-

taken the glorious but arduous tasks of supporting the Left , assisting

industry and agriculture , exercising military control and giving military

and political training . The broad masses of the commanders and fighters

of the PLA are infinitely loyal to our great leader and supreme commander

Chairman Mao and to the great thought of Mao Tse-tung . They act according

to the bidding of Chairman Mao and have exhibited the noble quality of the

PLA . They have done an enormous amount of work and made tremendous

achievements in supporting the Left , industry and agriculture , in exercising

military control and in giving military training .

In factories and the countryside , they have , together with the broad

masses , actively implemented Chairman Mao's guideline of " grasping the

revolution and stimulating production , " exposed the criminal plots of a

handful of those in authority taking the capitalist road within the Party

to sabotage production , safeguarded socialist construction , and given

an impetus to the development of industrial and agricultural production .

They are resolved to respond to Chairman Mao's call that "the

People's Liberation Army should support the broad masses of the Left . "

Their hearts are linked with those of the proletarian revolutionaries ,

and they fight shoulder to shoulder with them. They love what the revo-

lutionaries love , hate what the revolutionaries hate , regard as urgent

what the latter regard as urgent , and help provide what the latter need .
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When the proletarian revolutionaries are suppressed or persecuted , the

soldiers of the people step forth to give them active support , fight

resolutely to protect them, unite and fight together with them, and share

their victories .

The tremendous achievements made by the Chinese People's Liberation

Army are known to and praised by the revolutionary masses . The fact that

the gun is in the firm grip of such a great revolutionary army provides

the proletarian revolutionaries with staunch backing , and this is a

blessing to the hundreds of millions of the working people .

Chairman Mao says: "Without a people's army the people have

nothing . " This is a great truth . It was true in the years of the

revolutionary wars and is also true now in the great proletarian cultural

revolution. The people's Liberation Army is an important instrument of

the dictatorship of the proletariat and a strong pillar in the great pro-

letarian cultural revolution .

It is because there is such a strong revolutionary army that we

are able boldly to arouse the masses and to exercise extensive democracy

in China , a country of 700 million people , and to wage a struggle for

seizing power from the handful of Party people in authority taking the

capitalist road , that we are able to storm the bourgeois headquarters

headed by China's Khrushchev and to win significant victories in the

great proletarian cultural revolution .

The great proletarian cultural revolution is a great revolution

that knows no precedent in history. Owing to the extreme complexity of

the class struggle , the arduousness of the tasks of " supporting the Left ,

industry and agriculture" and " exercising military control and giving

military training , " and the lack of experience , a few leading members

of the PLA units in some places unavoidably would show shortcomings or

make mistakes . The experience of all great revolutions in history,

without exception , shows that shortcomings and errors of one kind or

another are unavoidable .

Proletarian revolutionaries should warmly help the People's Libera-

tion Army . They should have faith in that some cadres among them who have

committed some shortcomings or mistakes are capable of very quickly

rectifying same . This is precisely the fact . Once they are aware of

their own mistakes , they very quickly make a self-examination before the

public , and take actual action to correct such mistakes with great

sincerity and determination . Hence they win the trust and support of

the revolutionary masses .

Proletarian revolutionaries must firmly bear in mind Chairman Mao's

great teaching to have faith in and rely on the People's Liberation Army .

This army is a great revolutionary army built by our great leader Chairman
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Mao himself and directly commanded by Comrade Lin Piao . Since its

birth, it has always been built in accordance with Chairman Mao's pro-

letarian line for army building and , nurtured on Mao Tse-tung's thought ,

it has grown to maturity and become ever stronger . Although the big

ambitionists , conspirators and warlords P'eng Te-huai , Lo Jui -ch'ing

and their ilk who had wormed their way into the Party strove to change

the proletarian nature of our army according to the bourgeois military

line , yet their attempts have met with resolute resistance and strong

opposition from the broad masses of commanders and fighters . Their

conspiracy has failed and it never had any chance of succeeding . The

bourgeois military line they tried to put into effect met with a crushing

blow. It is Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line that has always

predominated in the People's Liberation Army .

The great Chinese People's Liberation Army, which is boundlessly

loyal to Chairman Mao , to the thought of Mao Tse-tung , and to Chairman

Mao's proletarian revolutionary line , is a reliable pillar of the dictator-

ship of the proletariat and a guarantee for victory in our great pro-

letarian cultural revolution . Proletarian revolutionaries must hold

aloft, the banner of supporting the People's Liberation Army , correctly

deal with and cherish it , uphold and preserve the lofty prestige of the

People's Liberation Army, and help it in all ways do a good job in the

work of supporting the Left , industry and agriculture , of exercising

military control and of giving military training . We must penetratingly

unfold revolutionary criticism and repudiation , realize and consolidate

the great alliance of revolutionaries and the " threeway alliance " of

revolutionaries , and carry the great proletarian cultural revolution

through to the end !

CSO: 3530-D
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FURTHER IMPLEMENT CHAIRMAN MAO'S GREAT PRINCIPIE FOR GRASPING

THE REVOLUTION AND STIMULATING PRODUCTION

[ Following is a translation of an editorial in the Chinese-

language periodical , Hung-ch'i ( Red Flag) , Peking , No. 14 ,

17 Sep 67 , pp 26-27.1

Revolution is the locomotive of history. The unprecedented great

proletarian cultural revolution has made the invincible thought of Mao

Tse-tung popular among the people , stimulating the vigor of the broad

masses of working people . With extensive support and help from the PLA ,

new and tremendous successes have been achieved in industrial and farm

production . The successful explosion of our first hydrogen bomb has

marked a new level reached in our industrial production and science and

technology . Everything is bright and extremely favorable for us .

The proletarian cultural revolution is a powerful driving force

pushing the growth of our social productivity . Grasping the revolution

and stimulating production is Chairman Mao's great strategic policy .

The great proletarian cultural revolution is for the purpose of revolu-

tionizing man's way of thinking , thereby enabling the various aspects

of work to be carried out faster , better , and more economically.

This spring Vice Chairman Lin Piao said : "We must not grasp the

revolution only, fail to stimulate production and stop increasing output .

Neither must we merely carry out production and stop the revolution .

We must carry out both simultaneously and make the revolution take the

lead , command , and stimulate production . "

The success or failure in production not only directly affects

the state's present socialist construction program and the livelihood

of urban and rural people , but also involves the realization of Chairman

Maols great policy of " preparedness against war , preparedness against

natural calamities , and everything for the people " and the smooth develop-

ment of the great proletarian revolution and the support of the revolu-

tionary struggles of the Vietnamese people and the world people .
The
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attitude toward grasping the revolution and stimulating production is an

important sign for identifying the proletarian revolutionaries .

Socialist production is a unified whole in which the various

production departments are closely linked with one another . The success

or failure in the production of one department directly affects other

departments and even affects the whole . The proletarian revolutionaries

must foster the concept of the whole and , with an attitude of the master

of the state and a high degree of a sense of political responsibility ,

courageously shoulderthe two heavy burdens of the revolution and produc-

tion , and make efforts toward promoting the development of the entire

social production.

The implementation of the great policy of grasping the revolution

and stimulating production is a sharp , complex class struggle . The

handful of party persons in authority taking the capitalist road always

seeks ways and means to carry out sabotage . To save themselves from

their doom , they collude with monsters and freaks in society to hoodwink

some of the masses in a futile attempt to stir up " struggle by force"

and undermine socialist production and construction and the great pro-

letarian cultural revolution . Such is the weak and hopeless manifesta-

tion of the desperate class enemy .

The proletarian revolutionaries and the broad revolutionary masses

must maintain a high degree of vigilance , and thoroughly expose and

crush the intrigues of the class enemy and resolutely eliminate the evil

wind of " struggle by force . " They must be aware that by producing one

additional ton of coal or operating one additional train , they are

dealing an effective blow at the class enemy.

Proletarian revolutionaries on the industrial and agricultural front

must bring into full play their " backbone" role in the revolution and pro-

duction , obey Chairman Mao's instructions , and believe in and rely on the

masses , the PIA , and the majority of cadres .

The proletarian revolutionaries must continue to raise higher the

great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought , closely adhere to Chairman

Mao's great strategic plans tightly grasp the general orientation of

struggle and through the revolutionary mass criticism and repudiation

movement , whip up a new upsurge in grasping the revolution and production .

The mass revolutionary alliance is the fundamental guarantee for

doing a good job in the revolution and production , and is in line with

the strong desire of the broad revolutionary masses and cadres . It is

impossible to do a good job in the grasping of revolution and stimulating

of production by relying on the minority of people and small group

mentality . We must mobilize all positive factors , unite with all per-

sons with whom we can be united , and do whatever possible to change the
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negative factors into positive ones in order to bring millions of masses

into the ranks of revolution and production .

If one pays no attention to state production , substitutes a petit

bourgeois nature for proletarian party nature , is faithful to the struggle

for the private interest of individuals and small groups , and goes as far

as being tricked by the class enemy into participation in the " struggle

by force" stirred up by the enemy, one would then have betrayed the

general orientation of the struggle , undermined the mass revolutionary

alliance , and might even cause unnecessary damage to production .

All mass organizations and all revolutionary masses must follow

Chairman Mao's teachings and guidance , and employ the method of " unity,

criticism , self-criticism , and unity to correctly handle the contradic-

tions among the people , and unite together under the great red banner

of Mao Tse-tung's thought .

In areas where a mass revolutionary alliance has not yet been

implemented for the time being , various mass organizations , even though

they may have some differences among them, also must regard the interest

of the revolution , the overall interest of the proletariat , and the

interest of the state as the most important of all . They must seek

harmony, preserve small differences , must not bring their differences

of views to production , must not hold debates in their production posts ,

must reach an agreement on how to do a good job in production and guarantee

product quality with the help of the People's Liberation Army, and im-

plement as soon as possible a mass revolutionary alliance in the course

of the mass revolutionary criticism and repudiation movement .

The earnest implementation of Chairman Mao's policy on cadres is

an important problem that urgently needs a solution in the current grasp-

ing of revolution and stimulating of production . Proletarian revolu-

tionaries must make class analysis on cadres . The majority of our cadres

are good or comparatively good . Most of those cadres who committed

mistakes wanted to make revolution , and as long as they are determined

to correct their mistakes , they should be encouraged to step forward and

work .

Those who do not dare to use cadres and do not support cadres in

their participation in the movement and work are in no way helping or

educating them.

Cadres
Revolutionary mass organizations must bravely use cadres .

are comparatively familiar with production and have the experience of

organizing and leading production . Organizations in charge of production

should and must have revolutionary cadres in them . All revolutionary

cadres and those cadres who wanted revolution should correctly treat

the revolutionary masses and mass movements , thoroughly change their

abnormal mental attitude , dare to say what should be said , dare to do
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what should be done , and dare to take care of what should be taken care

of, correct the shortcomings and mistakes if any, humbly learn from the

revolutionary masses , and voluntarily shoulder the heavy responsibilities

of revolution and production together with them.

The working class is the leading force of our country's socialist

revolution and construction . All revolutionary staff members and workers

and revolutionary cadres of factories and mining enterprises throughout

the country must resolutely respond to calls of Chairman Mao and the

party Central Committee , make revolution locally in their sparetime and

economically , and set the example themselves in upholding the eight-hour

work system and in remaining in their production and work posts resolutely

so as to do a splendid job in fulfilling and overfulfilling this year's

production and construction tasks set forth by the state .

Those staff members and workers who have left their production

and work posts should be mobilized and welcomed to return to their in-

dividual units quickly . Production that has been suspended or stopped

through the discord shown by the bad elements should be restored speedily

through the mobilization and joint efforts of all revolutionary masses .

All those who have remained firmly in production posts and distinguished

themselves in production should be commended no matter which organiza-

tions they have joined or if they have joined no organizations at all .

All those who have committed undesirable deeds , such as leaving their

production and work posts without authorization , neglecting their work

without reasons , damaging state property , and violating labor discipline ,

must be firmly struggled against .

The great proletarian cultural revolution and the present mass

criticism and repudiation of China's Khrushchev being carried out by

hundreds of millions of revolutionary people will certainly advance the

development of industrial and agricultural production and the science and

technology of our country with great momentum . The great proletarian

cultural revolution , which was initiated by our great leader Chairman

Mao himself , has already scored tremendous victories . The cost of this

unprecedented revolution are really of the minimum while its victories

are of the maximum. Marching on the road of grasping revolution and

promoting production , the broad masses of workers and peasants will

definitely make great contributions to the people of the whole country

and the rest of the people of the world . They will surely create many

new wonders in the history of mankind , which at present are unexpected

but nevertheless completely correspond with the law of development of

history.

CSO: 3530-D
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RESOLUTELY TRUST AND RELY UPON THE GREAT MAJORITY OF CADRES

[ Following is a translation of an article by Chou Hung-sheng

in the Chinese-language periodical , Hung-ch'i ( Red Flag) ,

Peking , No 14 , 17 Sep 67 , pp 28-29 . ]

To unite the great majority of cadres and make bold use of the

revolutionary cadres is an urgent need in accord with the development

of the current revolutionary situation .

Without the participation of revolutionary cadres , there is no

revolutionary " threeway alliance , " and it is not possible to implement

and carry out very well the general and specific policies of the Party

and fulfill the task of grasping the revolution and stimulating produc-

tion.

" Cadres are a decisive factor , once the political line is deter-

mined." The experience of the great proletarian cultural revolution has

once again demonstrated this scientific dictum of Chairman Mao's .

Have faith in and rely upon the great majority of the cadres --

this is the consistent thought of our great leader Chairman Mao . The

"Twenty-Three Articles" point out: "The overwhelming majority of our

cadres want to follow the socialist road . " Under ordinary circumstances .

those who are good or comparatively good make up the majority . In the

whole movement , it is necessary gradually to "rely upon the great majority

of cadres . " The "Sixteen Articles " have also emphasized this thought .

We must make a complete analysis of the army of cadres with the

method of dividing one into two according to Chairman Mao's teaching ,

so that we may have some idea in mind . The great majority of our cadres

are good or comparatively good , and there is but a handful of persons

in authority taking the capitalist road . The merits and demerits of the

great majority of cadres must be properly evaluated .
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Chairman Mao has taught us : "We must make a basic estimation of

whether the work of a person is after all comprised of three parts of

achievements and seven parts of mistakes , or seven parts of achievements

and three parts of mistakes . If his work is made up of seven parts of

achievements and three parts of mistakes , we should basically affirm it .

It is entirely wrong to lay emphasis on mistakes instead of on achieve-

ments . "

Although China's Khrushchev has for a long time made every effort

to promote the revisionist cadres line , yet when seen as a whole , the

overwhelming majority of our Party cadres have been brought up with the

thought of Mao Tse-tung , and they have made important contributions in

the protracted revolutionary struggle . Despite their shortcomings or

mistakes , their achievements are of primary importance , and they can be

trusted and relied upon. This belief cannot be shaken .

We must trust and rely upon the great majority of the cadres ,

including those who have made this or that kind of mistakes but have

agreed to make self-criticism and are willing to correct same . The

mistakes of cadres must be analyzed . Some of their mistakes are of a

principled character , but some are of a non-principled character . We

must "firstly look over and secondly help" those cadres who have com-

mitted mistakes . We must have faith in that the great majority are

willing to correct and are capable of correcting their mistakes . We

must permit other people to make revolution . Chief attention must be

paid to the present and future of a cadre . So long as he is not a power

holder taking the capitalist road but has inadvertently made some mis-

takes , and so long as he has known and corrected his mistakes , then he

is all right , and we must boldly make use of him. Those leading cadres

who have made mistakes but are willing to correct same must stand forth

to carry out work whenever they can do so .

Some comrades do not make a class analysis of cadres ; they regard

whether such cadres are supporting " their faction" as the criterion to

appraise whether they are good or bad and whether or not they can be

employed . The mischief makes in this connection is " self-interest" and

petty-bourgeois factionalism . This method of placing the interests of

the individual and a small group above the revolutionary interests is

entirely wrong. It is extremely unfavorable to uniting the great

majority of cadres , and it is easy for bad elements to make use of it .

Among the cadres , there is really a handful of bad persons who

ought to be exposed and toppled . They are those counterrevolutionaries

and traitors who have wormed their way into the revolutionary ranks , and

those in authority taking the capitalist road who would rather die than

change their course . It is entirely wrong not to notice this . However ,

they form but a very small minority when the whole army of cadres is

taken into consideration .
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Now a handful of class enemies have assumed the looks of the

extremely " Left . " They make use of the presence of some anarchism and

petty-bourgeois factionalism among the revolutionary ranks to whip up

the evil wind of " suspecting everything" and " overthrowing everything . "

We must heighten our vigilance a hundredfold and should never be fooled

by them. We must thoroughly repulse this evil wind .

All proletarian revolutionaries must edge out the disturbance of

various kinds of erroneous ideas and the provocations of bad persons ,

and act exemplarily in implementing Chairman Mao's cadres policy .

All cadres desirous to make revolution must get rid of their

misgivings , go amidst the masses , creatively study and apply Chairman

Mao's writings in the stormy class struggle , learn from the young revo-

lutionary fighters , accept the criticism and assistance of the masses ,

earnestly correct their mistakes and transform their world outlook ,

bravely carry the heavy load , and perform new deeds of merit for the

people .

CSO: 3530-D

- END -
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